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Abstract 
This paper uses the coordinate-free approach to linear algebra to 
simplify and unify the explanation of statistical inference in the linear model. 
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I. Some Concepts in Linear Algebra 
l. Let V be a vector space, v1, v2 subspaces of v. Then V is the sum of 
v1 and v2 , written V = v1 + v2, if each vector v € V can be written as 
v1 + v2, where v1 € v1, v2 € v2 • If this decomposition is unique, then we 
write V = v1 3V2, and call V the direct~ of v1 and v2 • 
A necessary and sufficient condition for V 1 + V 2 to be a direct stun is 
that vl n v2 = o, i.e., the subspaces must be linearly independent. 
Example: R3 is the direct sum of v1 , the span of (1,1,1) and v2, any plane 
through the origin not containing (1,1,1). 
2. Let V be a real inner product space. An inner product (•,•) is a 
bilinear, symu~tric function on V XV s. t. (x, x) ~ 0 and (x, x) = 0 
iff X = 0. 
3. Let V 1 be a subspace of V. The orthogonal complement of V 1, denoted 
v~ (read v1 perp), is the set of al.l v € V s. t. v + v1 for all v1 € v1 
(v + v1 n1eans (v1, v1 ) = 0), V~ is a unique subspace, And V~ n v1 = 0, 
~ ~ ( since X € Vl n Vl = 0 1 since X € Vl n Vl ~ X, x) = 0 ~X= 0, 
* ~1/t> Paper No. BU~-M in the Biometrics Unit, Plant Breeding and Biometry 
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4. If v 1 is a subspace of V, and V is finite dimensional, then 
.... V = V 1 3 V 1 • The above is called an orthogonal direct ~ decomposition of V. 
Proof: 
Pick an orthonormal basis ~l' •••, ~m for v 1 • 
m 
let v E V, v1 = E (v, ~ 1 ) ~i. Then v1 E v1 • let x = v- v1 • 
i=l 
Then (x, ~.) = (v, Sj) - (v1 , ~.) = (v, S.) - (E (v, ~.) ~i' Sj) J J J i ~ 
= (v, ~ .) - (v, ~.) = 0 j = 1, 
J J 
... 
•••, m. Sox E V • 
* ~ so v = v 1 + v 1 • But v1 n v 1 = o. 
5. Let V 1 be a subspace of V. Decompose V = V1~ V~. If v € V, 
The map PV , which is linear, is called the 
1 
orthogonal pro,jection <?.!! V 1 • Note that I - PV 1 is the orthogonal projection 
on v~ , for (I - Pv1 ) v = v - Pv1v ·= v~. 
v 
0 
v 
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Note that a projection is sywrretric and idempotent. Fbr, let 
~ + 
x, y e v. x = x1 + x1 , y = y1 + y1 , the decomposition of x and y induced by 
v = v1 ·:±)v~. Then (x, Pv y) = (P~ x, y) 
1 l 
I defines the adjoint Py of PV • 
1 l 
I 
so Pv = Pv • 
1 1 
Idempotency of PV follows, as ~ x = Pv Pv x = Pv x1 = PV x. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Projection has a further important property. Given v e V, PV v is 
1 
the point in v1 which is c1osest to v in the inner product distance. 
L:.~---·- S\P. 
0 ----- \ 
Proof: 
ret l.f. e v1 
Y - l.f. = (y - Pv y) + Pv Y - l.f.) 
1 1 
"" Pv Y - l.f. e v1. Y - Pv Y e v1. 
1 1 
Hence, their 1engths2 add. 
l.f. 
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So inf IIY ... llll 2 occurs for \l = PV Y • 
ll e v1 1 
6. Interpretation of the inner product 
let v, w ·E v, v1 =span of w. Then (v, w) = IIPv vii 
1 
llwll, that is, the 
inner product of two vectors is the length of the projection of one (say v) 
on the other times the length of the vector projected onto (w). 
Proof: 
w = cv1 , and llwll = c 
= c llv1 ll 2 = llv1 11 • c 
llv111. But (T, w) = (v1 + v~, w) = (v1 , w) = (v1 , 
llv1 11 = !!Pv vii • llwll. 
1 
) 
w 
7. I The dual space of V, denoted V , is the vector space of all linear 
functionals on v. 
If Vis an inner product space, and v E V, (•,v) is a 1. functional 
on V. The space S of such funct' ls is is o:morphic to V. But, if V is 
I finite-dimensional, V is isomorphic to V .- Hence S is isomorphic to V and 
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the dual space of V is simply all funct t 1.s of ~ form ( •, v), v e V, in the 
finite-dimensional case. 
0 8. Given a subspace W of V, the annihilator of W, denoted W , is the set 
of 1. fUnct'ls on V that annihilate w, i.e., s. t., if w0 e w0, then 
w0 (w) = o, ¥ w € w. 
0 0 0 If w e W , then w assigns the saue value to all points of V in the 
cosets v 3 W. Hence w0 can be regarded as a 1. funct' 1 on the quotient 
space V/W (read V Inod W). Or, writing V = W ~ w...,., w0 € (W~)'. Now w0 , 
has the form ( • , v) • -+ So v e W • We thus conclude that a 1. funct'l f is in 
- ---
s', where Sis a subspace of V iff it annihilates S~ iff! e s. (f(•) 
... 
= ( • ,f)). Conversely, given f(v) = (v, f), let W = (span of f) • Then 
Q .,.. I I 
f e W and f e (W ) = (span of f) • 
9. let A: V -+ W be linear, V, W fini te-dizrensional inner product spaces. 
Then A1 : W-+ V, the adjoint of A, is defined by (x, Ay) = (A'x, y), 
¥ x € W, y e V. This definition is justified as follows: 
A 1 arises as ljt -l o M 0 1jr, where 1j1 is the canonical 1 - 1 map from a 
I I 
space to its dual, and M is the unique map on W -+v induced by A by 
(M(w'))(v) I =W (A(v)), 
Picture: v'~ w' 
v ~ w 
I I ¥w e W, v e V. 
Fbr, let x e W, y e V. Then (A 1x, y) = (v-1 o M o ljT(x), y) 
= (M o t(x)) (y) = (*(x)) (Ay) = (x, Ay). 
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If A: 
. I 
V ..... V and A = A ~ we say ~ is symmetric. 
10. Let V be a finite-dim. inner product space. Let f be a bilinear 
function on V XV_, R '. Th~n :3: A: V ..... V linear s. t. f(x, y) = (x, Ay). 
' If f is symmetric, A = A • 
Proof: 
Let g1, •••, sn be an orthonormal basis for v. 
Define A(S .) = ~ f (~., S .) si. Then (si, As.)= f(s., SJ.). Now, let 
J i ~ J J ~ 
x, y € V, x = ~ xisi, y = ~ Y}j• Then f(x, y) = f(~ x1s 1 , ~ Y/'j) 
::;;: ~Xi f(S., ~ y.S.) =~Xi~ yj f(~i' Sj) =~X.~ y. (s 1 , AS.) ~ J J 1 j i ~ j J J 
= ~xi (si, Ay) = (x, Ay). 
1 
If f(x, y) = f(y, x), (x, Ay)::;;: (Ax, y) = (A'x,y). So A= A 1 • 
ll. Let A: V ..... W be linear, V, W vector spaces • Then 
~ = [ v € v: A ( v) = of, and 
Im A= [w € W: w = Av for some v € v}. 
12. Let A: V ..... W be linear. Then Ker A = (Im A')""" and Im A = (Ker A'(. 
Proof: 
Let v € Ker A. Then, for any w € W, (v, A 1w) = (Av, w) = (0, w) ::;;: 0. 
Conversely, if (v, A 1w) = (Av, w) = 0 for all w € w, then Av = o, so 
v € Ker A. The second part follows similarly. 
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Corollary: 
Let At V .... V be linear and sUD1IJ'letric. Then Ker A ==: (Im A 't 
= (Im A)+. Thus, a symmetric map induces a natural orthogonal. decomposition 
of the domain V = Ker A8Im A. 
II. The Concept of Random Point 
We consider a sample point ~ , which ranges over an n-d.imensional 
inner product space V. The inner product is denoted by (.,.). To develop 
the formalism, assume that (0, ~' P) is a probability triple. 
Definition: 
~ : 0 .... V is called a random point if ( w e 0 I ( v, ~ (w) ) ~ c J e ~, 
I V v € V, V c e R • 
We are saying that 
so that the coordinates 
random variables. 
Definition: 
all linear functionals of~ must be :u,easurable, 
of ~with respect to any origin and basis are 
E ~ , ~ expectation of ~ 1 is defined to be the unique point 1J. € V 
* s • t. E ( v, ~ ) = ( v, IJ. ) , V v e V, provided ( v, ~ ) is in ~ (0, ~, P), v v e V • 
* (E denotes ordinary expectation). 
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Proof: 
Such a unique point exists, as E*(·,~) is a linear functional on a 
finite-dimensional space. 
Definition: 
Cov :J , the covariance of J , is the unique. linear Liap on V to V 
s. t. (x, Cov~ z) = Cov [ (x7;J), (z,;; )J 'f x, z € V, provided 
( v, ~ ) is in ~ (0, 13, P) , 'f v € V. . · 
Proof: 
(x,LJ ), (z, J) € ~:::) I Cov [ (x!] ), (z, y )] s; Var(x: 1j ) Var(z,'Jj ) 
< 00 • So the r. h. s • exists and is finite • Further, the map from V X V 
to R1 by [x, z] .... Cov [ (x,"Y ), (z,] )] is bilinear and. SyJTil!letric. Hence, 
1 t has a unique representation on V, which is SymLletric ( Cov 'j = (Co;~ ) 1 ). 
Lemma: 
Let A: V .... U be linear. Then E (A ~ ) = AE~~, provided E ~ exists • 
Proof: 
We want to show, for all u € U, that 
(1) E* (A lj, u) = (AE ~ ,u). 
Now, E *(A;; , u) - (AE ~ , u) = E * ( (A~ , · u} - (AE J , u)] 
(2) 
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But A'J - AE ~=A( 'j- E ~~) and so (A·y - AE] , u) = (A C'j - E J ), u) 
7 1J I I 
= ( j - E J , A u) Call A u = v. 
Then (2) becoxnes E* [(y, v) ... (E<j, v)J = E*(J, v)- (E~, v) 
= 0, for all v € Im A1 = V. 
So (l) holds, for all u € U. 
Lemma: 
Let A: V .... U be linear. 
Then Cov A ~ = A Cov H A 1 • 
Proof: 
Cov Ay is the unique l.t. on U .... Us. t. Cov [(x, A y ), (x', Ay )J 
= (x, Cov Ay x'), v x, x' € U. 
Now (x, (A Covy A1 ) x') = (A 'x, Cov Y (A'x')) = Cov [(A'x, :J ), (A 'x' J )J 
= C OV [ (X 1 A y ) , (X 1 , A y ) ] 1 'if X, X 1 € U • 
We now give a geometric meaning to singu1ar distributions. 
Lemma: 
Let) be a random point in V ~ Suppose Cov J = A, Im A = O, Ker A = N. 
Then~~ € 0 wpr l, and 0 is the smallest such linear subspace. 
Proof: 
By the definition of Cov .jf, 
Cov [(x,~ ),(z,~ )J = (x, Az), 
V x,zeV. 
Let z € Ker A. 
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Thus, ( v: ( v, y ) = 0 wpr JJ = ( Im A) J,. and so J € ( Im A)++ = Im A wpr 1 
and it is the smallest such linear subspace. 
Then, (x, Az) = {x, 0) = 01 vx € V. 
So Cov [ (z, ~ ) , (z,;} )] = Var (z, ~ ) = 0. 
So (z, ~ ) = 0 wpr 1. 
But, since A = A 1 and., for a symmetric map, Ker A = (Im A')~ 
= (Im A)~, we have shown that 
(Im A)+ C {v: (v,J ) = 0 wpr 1}. 
Conversely, let v be s. t, (v, 7-J) = 0 wpr 1. 
Then 0 = Cov ((x, ~ ), (v, ~ )J = (x, Av), vx € V. So v € Ker A = (Im A)J... 
Lemma: 
Let A: V ...... W 
B: V ...... U 
be linear maps. Then A J and B J are ·.uncorrelated iff A Cov J B 1 = o. 
Proof: 
By defn., A J and B H are uncorrelated iff Cov [ (w, A '!1 ), (u, B ~ )] 
1J I ?...f 11 1 -tA 
= 0 1 V w € W, u € U. But, (w,A J ) = (A w, J ), (u, B J ) = (B u, J ). 
So Cov [ (w, A-~ ) , (u, B ~ )] = (A 'w, (Cov~ ) B 'u) = (w, (A Cov J B ')u) = o, 
V w, u iff A Cov ~ B 1 = 0. 
-ll ... 
Corollary: 
Suppose A: V .... V, B: V .... V symmetric and Cov J = cr2 I. 
Then A~ and B ...... J are uncorrelated iff Im A is orthogonal to Im B, i.e., 
A~ ..,. B ~ .....rpr 1. 
Proof: 
---
(Ax, By)= (x, A 1By) = 0 V x, y € V iff A 1B = AB 1 = 0. 
III. The Standard Linear Model and B.L.U.E. Estimation 
1. Definition: 
:J is called weakly spherical if Cov lj = A.I for sOL1e A. > 0, where I 
denotes the identity map. 
The 
in V, ail 
standard linear model assULLptions are that J is a randoL1 point 
rt-dimensional inner product space, and Cov -~ = cr2 I, E ~ = 1-1, 
where 1-1 "k 0 ,~:a given r-dimens ional subs pace of V, called ~ ~ space. 
V is called :th~ observation space. The Li.ean space is described as the 
i)jl.age space of a linear map X: e .... V, where e is a p-dim. space, called 
the parameter space. 
There are, in general, rr~ny maps describing the same in~ge space O. 
X is not assumed to be 1 - 1, in general. 
Consider, for the morr~nt, that X is not necessarily linear and not 
1 -'i. Suppose we want to estimate the "true" parameter point, e. Even 
if we ascertained 1-1 = E exactly, we would still be unable to tell which 
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X-1 f } h It II 
. of the parameter points in .1-1- was t e true one • Thus, the only 
parau~tric functions that are identified (esti~~ble) are functions of 1-1-· 
In particular, assume then, that X is linear. 
Definition: 
A linear parametric functional (l.p.f.) f one:) to R1 is called 
estimable (est 1le) if it depends on e only through 1-1-, i.e., there exists 
a linear functional g on 0 s. t .. the diagram below co!l1liiutes. 
Rl . E-(---g--
~/' 3 
Now g € O', the dual of O, implies that ~ € O. ,.\. let e € 0 , x :: £ + e. 
Then (x, 1..1-) = (a+ e, 1-1-) = g(IJ.), v 1-1- € o. So, the coefficient vector in 
this representation of an est 1 le l.p.f. is only unique "'" mod 0 , and any 
est'le l.p.f. can be abbreviated {xz Il-l z 1-1- € o. Since any est1le l.p.f. 
must be constant on x-1{1-L}, i.e., on the cosets e,~ Ker X, e €(0,f must 
~ll!lihilate Ken X. So f is est 'le iff f € (Ker X t = Im X 1 • 
Definition: 
A linear estimator (est•r) is any linear functional on V, composed 
f 
with • A vector linear est'r is any linear rr~p on V to W, composed with,..~ • 
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Definition: 
An est"tr. h ( -:~ ) is called an unbiased est'r of a parametric function f if 
Ee h('j) = h(x(e)) = f(e), v e €5. 
B.l.u.e. Estimation 
Now, consider the estimation o~ an est 1le l.p.f. (x, ~), x € V, by a 
linear est'r (h,~ ), h € V. If loss is squared error, then risk is bias 2 
+variance. Now var9 (h, :J) = (h, a2 Th) = a-211hj/ 2 , which is independent of e. 
And bias~= [E9 (h,~)- (x, X9)] 2 = (h-x, X)]2 = (h-x, X9)2 = (X 1 (h-x),8)2 , 
which, for any fixed h, X s. t. h-x is not in Ker X 1 = (Im X)+= 0+, grows 
without bound, as lie! I .... c:o along the line determined by X 1 (h-:X). 
Now h = x + h-x and (h,y) = (x,y ) + (h-x,J/ ). So E(h,}/) = (x, ~) 
+ (h-x, ~) = (x, ~) for all~ € 0 iff h-x € n+. 
Hence, the minimax linear est'r (linear est'r whose rnaximwn risk is smallest, 
if it exists) will lie in the class of unbiased iinear est'rs of (x, ~), 
+ i.e., those s. t. h-x E 0 • But, for an unbiased est 1r, the risk is just 
the variance. Now, h - P0x = h-x + P0+ x, which is therefore in o+, if (h, 
is unbiased. So h - P0x + P0x and Var (h,J ) = cr2 11 h - P0x + Per l/ 2 
= cr2 { llh - Po x!l 2 + !IP0 x!l2 }. This is minimized over h s. t. h-x € o+ by 
choosing h = P0 x. Thus, the minimax linear est'r of (x, ~-t) is (P0 x,~ ) 
= (x, P0 ~ ). It is unbiased and is, in fact, the best linear unbiased 
est'r (b.l.u.e.) of (x, ~-L) (best means smallest variance in the class of 
unbiased linear est 1rs). Since, if hE O, (h,~ ) is the b.l.u.e. of its 
expectation (h, ~), the class of b.l.u.e.s is precisely the class of est'rs 
of the form (h, ... ~ ) ' where h € n. 
cJ 
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Notice that b.l.u.e. estirration is linear. If the b.l.u.e. of 
(x1 , IJ.) is (h1,] ), and the b.l.u.e. of (x2 , ll) is (h2 , 7j ), the b.l.u.e. 
of (x1 , ll) + (x2 , 1-1) = (x1 + x2 , ll) is (x1 + x2 , P0 .,..~ ) = (x1 , P0 '1j) 
+ (x2, Po 7j ) = (hl, 7J ) + (h2, :J ). 
We will call P0 ~ the vector b.l.u.e. of ll• For, P0 7j is linear, 
E P0 ~ = P0 E ~ = ll• And P0 H is the vector l.u.e. that leads to 
minimum variance for all derived est'rs of linear functionals of ll• 
Lemma: 
If D: V -> V is linear, D :f: Po and EeD?j = X e, V 9 € 3, then, for 
all x € 0, Var (x, P0 ~ ) < Var (x, D y ) .
Proof: 
D = D -Po + P0 • 
n' = n' - Po + Po. 
E D :J = D 1-1 = (D ... Po + P0 ) ll 
= (D - Po) 1-1 + 1-1 = 1-1, 'if 1-1 € 0 iff Ker D - Po ::> O. 
Now (x, D ?J ) = (x, (D - P0 ) 'Y ) + (x, P0 lj ) . But (D - P0 ) P~ 
= (D - P0 ) Po = o, as Ker D - P0 ::) o. Hence, (D - P0 ) :J and Po 
are uncorrelated and Var (x, D 1j ) == Var (x, (D - Po) y + Var (x, P0 ~ ) • 
Now Ker D1 - Po = Ker (D - P0 ) 1 = (Ker D - P0 )""" C. 0.,... So Var (x, (D - P0 ) ~) 
= Var((n- P0 )' x,J) = cr2 il(n'- P0 ) xll 2 > o, v x En. 
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Least-squares Estimation 
The connection between b.l.u.e. estimation and least squares estimation 
is that they are equivalent. For, consider the problem of least squares. For 
each realization y of~ , we want to find the point ~*{~in n which is 
closest to y in the inner product distance. But this ~ = Pn y = the b.l.u.e. 
estiLmte of ~· 
Definition: 
" 
Let 8 (y) be a:ny point in x-1(P0 y}. 8 (.Y ) is called a least 
squares est'r 'Of the :parameter :point e. If f is a:n est'le l.::p.f., we 
define f c3 c7J )) to be a least squares est'r off· 
But the diagrazn 
Rl ~(---g-- n 
shows that f(GCJ )) = g( Po:; ) =the b.l.u.e. of f. 
Hence, the Gauss-Markov theorem is :proved: the b.l.u.e of f, an 
A " 
est' le l.::p.f. is given be f( 8 ( J ) ) , where 8 ( J ) is any least-squares 
est'r of e. 
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Useful fact in computing projections 
The fact that (x, P0 3( ) is the b.l.u.e. of (x, ~) gives us an 
easy way to find P0 y in some situations, let tt; 1 , • • •, sn be an ortho-
normal basis for V. Then (s 1 , Po 7J ), the i th coordinate of P0 J w.r.t. 
the s's is the b.l.u.e. of (It;., ~), the ith coordinate of~ (mean of the 
~ 
th i cell). 
Suppose we have a spanning set for the b.l.u.e.s, i.e., vectors ti, 
i = 1, •••, dim. O, spanning O. Then E (ti, 3f ) = (ti, ~). If we can 
find, by inspection, a linear combination of the (tj, ~) s. t. (si, ~) 
= E ci. (tj, ~), then~ cij (tj, 1J) is the b.l.u.e. of (Si, ~), and 
j J th J J 
hence is the i coordinate o~ P0 w.r.t. the ~ts. 
Error space and Estimation space 
The space of b.l.u.e.s is often called the estimation space and the 
space of linear estima4crs with expectation zero is called the ~ ~· 
Since (h, '-J ) is a b.l.u.e. iff h € 0 and E. (h, 7J ) = (h, J..L) = 0 V ~ € 0 
iff h € 0~, the est'n apace is isomorphic toO, the error space to o•. 
2. The Normality Assumption 
The one-dim. normal dist 1n has density fX(x) 
I ( ) isX lebes que measure on R • It's c .f. ¢x_ s = E e 
But x2 - zisx ~ (x-is)2 + s 2 
So ¢x(s) = c J e-l/2(x-is)2 dx 
-l/2x2 
= c e w.r.t. 
= c J e-l/2(x2-zisx) dx. 
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If Y = (y1, •••, y ) andy. are indep., no~~ (0,1), the density n ~ 
• 
of Y, f (y) = rr c e-l/2yf = en e-l/2Eyf 
y i 
And the c.f. of Y, ¢y(t) = E ei(t, Y) = J en e-l/2{E yf - 2iEtiyi} dy, 
t € Rn. But E yf - 2iE tiyi = ~ (yj~itj)2 + tj 
So ¢y(t) = e-l/2E tj = e-1/2(t,t) • 
Iet;} be a rat>iom point of V, having c.f. ¢!/ (t) = E ei(t,.J ) 
= e-1/ 2 (t,t)a2 , t € V (normal, mean 0, Cov cr2 I). 
Then the family of nonnal dis t' ns is the f9li'dly of dis t 'ns obtained by 
subjecting :J to linear maps and trans lations. 
If z =A]} + Tl, A: V .... w, 11 € W the c.f. of z = ¢z(s) = E ei(s,z), 
s € w. 
But (s;z) = (s, A Y + 11) = (A's, 1j ) + (s, Tl). 
S "" () _ i(s, Tl) E i(A 1s,1J ) _ i(s, 'll) rt. o '~'z s - e e J - e '~" 1j (A's) 
= e-l/2(A 1s, A's) cr2 + i(s, Tl) = e-l/2(s, AA 1s) ~ + i (s, 11) 
• 
But E Z = T1 and cov z = AA 1 a2 
So, the general normal dist'n on W with cov AA 1~, mean T1 has c.f. 
If~ is normal (1-1, a2 I) in V, and S is a subspace of V, P 8 -~ is 
normal (Psl-1' a2P8) an4.bence is Spherical1y·norual ins. 
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Proof: 
E P8J = P8~-J. 
C ov P S J = P S cr2 I P ~ = if?- P S. 
Now P8 I S = I (j denotes the restriction of the map to the subspace s). 
And Im P 8 = S. So P 8 ~ is dis t t d wpr 1 in S, and is spherically nom.a.l there. 
The normality assUJJiption in the general linear Llodel is that ?j is 
spherically noru.a.l (1-l, a2 I) in V, with c.f. e~1/2 (t, t)a2 + i(t, 1-l), t € v. 
Testing Hypotheses 
To test the hypothesis H that the mean is w, some specified subspace of 
o, we decompose 0 = w 0 n - w, where n - w denote.s the orthogonal 
complement of w, relative toO. Then the whole space V = 0 ..... (!) 0 - w ·~ w. 
The F test of H conpists in comparing !IPo-w ~ 11 2 to 
rejecting H if the ratio is too large. 
IIP0 • "j 11 2 , t:tle squared length of.the projection of~ on n-+, is called 
the residual ~ of squares. 
Now P 8 CJ is spherically norznal in s, a subspace of V, under the 
nonnali ty assurnption on ?j . And liP 8 ~ 11 2 is the length of P 8 '~i . 
Definition: 
let X. be independent normal ( 0, 1-li) r .v ~s • , i=l, .. • •, k. 
k l. 
Then E X. is distributed as a~ A distribution with k degrees of freedom 
i=l l. ~~'~-----------
k 
and non-centrality A = ~ ~~· 
1=1 
lemma: 
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Under the nonnality assUinptions, I!P8 1j 11 2 has o2 • X2 dist'n with 
degrees of freedom the diinension of S and non-centrality .!._ liP 8 ~112 • 
r? 
Proof: 
Choose an orthonormal basis for S, say s1, ···, sk, k =dim. S. 
But ( ·y, s 1 ) is normal with mean (ll, Si), Var. llsill 2 o2 = cr2 and 
uncorrelated with (independent of) ( 1J, s j), for j :!= i. For, 
(si' cr2 I S j) = cr2 oij. And ~ ( J 1 s1 ) is norrr.a.l with rean ~ (ll, g1 ) 
and var. 1. 
has a2 x~,A dist'n., with ~ 
= 
P 81 ~ is unco~rela.ted with (hence independent of) P 821j , (See previous 
corollary). Thus, we conclude that · 
1 1 
dim. 0 - w dim. 0 .J. 
is the ratio of independent X2 variables, divided by their degrees of 
freedom, and s .t. the numerator has non-centrality 1 11Po-wllll2 (which 
cr2 
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is zero under H, for then 1J. € w), the denoJr,inator has non-centrality 
Notice that 
An easy way to find EMS 
k 
I: 
i=l 
But E ( ')j, 51 )2 = Var ( ~, 51 ) + E" ( ~, 51 ) 
So above = k cr2 + liP sl-111 2 • 
This gives an easy interpretation and method of finding expected :mea.n 
squares. 
(1) EMS = E jjPS 1JII2 1 
dim. S dim. s 
4. The Usual Matrix Formulation on Rn 
Now we'd like to explain the connection of the previous material 
with the usual notation. 
When we write ynXl = XnXp epXl + €nXl' €nXl ~ N (0, cr2 I), 
e E 3 = Rp, we picture a random point J , distributed in an abstract 
real inner product space V of dimensional n, the observation space (we ·can 
visualize it' as 3-space). Y is then the random vector of the coordinates 
of Y with respect to soLe orthonormal ordered basis B = (s 1,···,~n) of 
V and Yi = (s 1, '!} ) . The standard basis vector in Rn with 1 in the 
ith place, 0 eisewhere is then the coordinate vector of s. w.r.t. the s•s. 
~ 
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E9 Y = X e means that7J is distributed about a mean point ~, which 
lies in O, the mean space (visualize it as a plane through the origiri" in 
3 space), as 9 varies through tlre ,parameter space RP. Interpre"tilie(X e as 
p 
Z e.xi, a linear corr~ination of the columns, xi, of X, we see that 0 
i=l ~ 
is described in a particular way. The columns of X, x1 , •••, xp, are the 
vectors of coordinates w.r.t. B of points ~l' ···, ~pin O. Th~, a: is the 
vector of coordinates of the mean pt. ~ w.r.t. the spanning set ~ ••• ~ 1' ' p 
of O. 
€ ,.,.,1?._ (0, .cr2 I) means that the ra.ndorr, point~ is distributed in a 
spheri~ally normal way about its mean point ~. 
f 9(Y) = 1 
We can picture a dist 1n. of mass about~ in 3 space s.t. the greatest 
density of mass is at ~, and the density is constant on spheres about ~, 
decreasing exponentially with the increasing radius of the sphere. 
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Given an observed value of Y, y, we set up the noru~l equations, 
" x' (y- xa) = o, and seek a solution e. 
Interpreting matrix multiplication of X 1 and y - xa as the values 
of the inner product of (y- xe) with each row of x', i.e., with each 
" column of X, the 9 we seek is the set of coordinates w.r.t. ~1,•••,~ of 
* * that point~ e 0 s.t. y- ~ is orthogonal to ~1,•··,~p and hence toO, 
since the ~ts span O. 
~~ 
But the unique such ~ = P0 
* "" Note that although ~ is unique, e, its coordinates w.r.t. the 
~ts are unique iff the 'f\ts are linearly independent (X has full rank). 
If the ~ 1 s aren't 1. indep., any vector inn can be expressed as a linear 
combination of the ~'s in many ways. 
I " I I The next step in the usual computations is X X 9 = X y. Now X X is the 
matrix representation of a nmp on Rp to Rp of rank r ~ p. For, 
X 
a 0 
XI 
Obviously Ker X c Ker X 'x. 
But (X 'x ) = (x 1X ) 1 • 
Hence Ker X 1X = (Irrc X 'x t. 
I I Now Im X X c Im X , clearly. 
So (Im X 'x(" :::> (Im X 't = Ker X. 
I Thus , Ker X X :::> Ker X and equality holds • 
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By a dimensionality argument, since both rna.ps have the same don-ain, 
X and X 'x have the same rank. 
I When r < p, X X has a Kernel and is constant on the cosets 
e '3 Ker x 'x, e e: 8 . I A generalized inverse, G, of X X, i.e., a ntatrix 
s.t. (X'X) G (X 1X) = x'x, can be regarded as the representation of a map 
which will, for each point pin the image of x'x, pick out a point in the 
domain which maps into p, i.e., a point in the proper coset, in a linear 
way. 
x'x p 3 
8 x 'x 
p 
3 
This follows by the interpretation of matrix multiplication as composition 
of linear xnaps. 
Thus, e,;GX 1yyields a point in (x'x)-1 (x'y}. 
A 
It is not an accident that e consists of p linear combinations of x'~· 
Interpreting matrix multiplication as before, x'y is th~-lnner product of 
y with each of the columns of X. It is the values at the vector~ € V of 
the p linear functionals on n, (~1' ·), ••• , (~p' ·),which (when 
composed with~ ) span the estimation space. , 
Finally, by the Gauss-Markov theorem, if 9 .... (!_, 9) is an est'le 
A 
l.p.f., its b.l.u.e. is (!_, 9), which doesn't depend on which G we uied 
A 
to calculate e. 
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5. Note on Side Conditions on the Parameters 
If X is not a l - 1 Inap, the least-squares esttr e (~) is not 
unique (although the derived b.l.u-e.s o£ est'le l.p.£.s are). Suppose, 
A . 
we would like to place side conditions on 9 ( J ) to s ingl.e out a particular 
point in x-1 {P0~J. 
Picture: 
Ocv 
'\ 
r dim. 
p dim. r < P 
Choose an H with Ker H n Ker X = 0 and dim. Ker H = r. Since p = dim. v 
= dim. Im H + dim. Ker H, and diln Im H ~ p - r, dim. Im H = p - r, and 
H is full rank. 
That is, we are choosing p - r linearly independent linear functionals hi 
p-r 
onQ s.t. Ker H = n Ker hi doesn't intersect Ker X. 
i=l. 
Then8= Ker H8Ker X by a: dimensi·o'Ilality argument. Hence, given any 
point Jl EO, the coset xOKer X inQspace mapping into it (x-1(Jl}) 
intersects Ker H in exactly one point, riamely, projection on Ker H along 
Ker X of the coset x(£)Ker X. So the point e in x-1{P0J), satisfying 
H9 = 0 is uniquely determined. 
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6. Note on Replication 
Let x be a point in Rn with coordinates (x1 , •••, xn) w.r.t. the 
standard bas is. n Let S be the subspace of R , where the coordinates are 
equal in r batches, S = [x: 
X = ••• r .. 1 
I: n.+l 
1 1 
= xr }, 
I: n. 
1 1 
We seek P8x, the projection of x on s. 
••• For, clearly p € S • 
We claim 
And (x- p, s) = (x, s) - (p, s) for any s € s. 
r 
Then (x, s) = I s. 1 
i=1 
r ,:--
-I. 
So x - p € S and p = 
i 
I:~ 
1 
I 
i-1 
j=L: ~ 
k=1 +l 
p x. 
s 
= (p, s) 
... :;: ••• 
nl nl+ n2 
I: x. .E xi 
1 1 n1+1 p ( ••• = ,. 
n1 n2 ' 
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Examples 
The one-way layout 
E Y =a. ij .. ']. . i = l, • • •, I, j = 1, ••• 
(From now on, lj ijk • • • will denote a random variable, the linear 
functional (sijk ···,~ ), where sijk ••• is the vector in Rn placing a 
1 in the ijk ••• th cell, O's elsewhere.) 
dim v = n, dim n = I. 
1. Under O, the B.L.U.E.s are spanned.by y. , i = 1, •••, I. 
J.o 
th For, we can picture putting 1 in the i section and o•s elsewhere. The 
resulting vectors span O, hence their dots 
i 
Now E yi• = a 1 
with J span the 
j 
I 
I 
J 
= i,jth coordinate of 1-L under 0 = ~ij' 1-l)o 
Soyi• is the i,jth coord. of Po]= (sij' PoJ). 
estimation apace. 
J 
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2. Let 01. = the subspace of o, where all coordinates are equal.. dim 
I It corresponds to the hypothesis a 1 = a 1. • Under 01.' the 
b.l..u.e.s are spanned by y • 
.. 
Now E y • • = a. = (S ij, ll), ll € 01.. 
Soy •• = (sij' Po:~). 
Thus, (lf;ij' Po...nl.'lj) =Y.1 • -Y •• • 
similarly, Csij' Pv...o.J) = Y1j ... Y.1 • • 
total SS 
<--~----._-between SS 
treatment SS 
corrected total. SS 
We will. use the convention of denoting the coordinates of a point w.r.t. 
~ij by ( • ). Then, in the above picture, the squared length of a line is 
the corresponding sum of squares. 
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Calculations 
Compute 11~112 = IJ(y .. )il 2 = E yi. =total SS and ~J . . J ~J 
--~ ~-IIPo 11 2 = II G • .)11 2 = E ? = -n = correction for the ~· 
1 ij 
Then 11Pv~ll2 = IJ(yij - Y • .)ll2 = 11JII2 - IIP01~112 =total SS- cor. 
= corrected total ss, for V = n1 3 V - 0 1 • 
Compute I!P0l.fll2 = 11Gi.)ll2 = E ~. = E ~. =treatment 88. 
'J ij i ni 
Then 11Po..o{jll2 = IICYi•- Y' • .)ll~··= IIP0 7jll2 - IIP01~11 2 =treatment ss 
-cor. for mean= Between treat. ss, for 0 = o1 G 0-01 • 
for mean 
= total 88 - between treatments 88.= within treatments 88 = residual 88, 
for V - 0 = V - 0 :3 0 - 0 • 1 1 
To compute expected values of 88: 
E IIPv..n~ 11 2 = a2 dim v - o = (N - I) a-2 
E Between treats. 88 = E IIPn..o 1J 11 2 = a-2 dim n - 01 + IIPn.,n J.LII2 
lJ 1 
But dim 0 - 0 1 = dim 0 - dim 0 1 = I - 1. 
And IIPn..n 1-111 2 = IIPoJ.LII 2 - llPo J.Lll 2 I as 0 = 01 3 0 - 0 • 
1 1 1 
Now Po 1-l 
1 
= i~ o;i = 
n 
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ni 
~ - o; = o; , a weighted average of the a's. 
i n i w 
( E o;. )2 
i . ~ J 
n = L: n. a:f -i ~ 
Every o:1 is est'le, since o:1 = (sij' 1-l), 1-l € 0. 
The b.l.u.e. of a:i is y. , since E y1 =a:. and y. is a b.l.u.e. 1" • 1 ~· 
••• 
The two-way layout, equal nos. 
= a:. + 13. + y .. , 
1 J 1J 
i = 1, . .. I, j = 1, 
k = 1, • • •, K. 
••• ' J 
n 
1. Under O, the b,l.u.e.s are spanned by y .. , for their coefficient 
1J~ 
vectors span 0 (this is always the case when there is replication). 
Now E y ij. = a:i 
so (sijk' P0:1) 
dim 0 = IJ. 
+ 13j + vij = Csijk' 1-l). 
= yi. • J" 
2. Consider the hypothesis of no interaction (yij = yi~j')• Then the 
mean space is restricted tony cO, where Oy = ((xijk): xijk = a1+bj 
for some ai, bj real}. dim Oy =I+ J- 1, for the kernel of the para-
metrization is the subspace where all the a: 1 s = - the 13 r s (diJr, 1). 
Under OY' the b.l.u,e.s are spanned by yi··' Y.j •• 
0 
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I yi•• -
= E y = E I: -- = a + 13. + Y • 
• • • • •• i=l I 
Now y. is a linear combination of b.l.u.e.s with the l. •• 
correct expected value, namely, ai + 13. + y = (s. "k' ~), ~ € Oy. Hence J •• l.J . 
(-Y + -Y - -Y ) = Po -.J ) . i•• ij• ••• -
y(_ 
3. Next consider the hypothesis of no interaction and no treatment 
effects (Y's equal, a's equal) with :rrtean space 013 c ny. 
o13 = ((xijk): xijk = xi'J~,J. dim o13 = J. 
The b.l.u.e.s are then spanned by y .• 
• J. 
Now E y•j• =a. + 13j + Y •• = (sijk' ~), ~ € o13 • 
4. Finally, consider the hypothesis of no effects w~th Ihean space 1. 
-dirr. 1 :;: 1. Then the b .l.u.e .s are spanned by y • And E y = a 
• • • • • • • 
+ ~. + Y .• = (~ijk' ~), ~ € 1. So (Y ... ) = P~J(· 
( ) residual SS ·~ <Y ij.) 
SS(due to a's), elim. blocks 
(y ••• ) 
eliminating treats. 
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0 = ((x .. k): x. "k = x. ·'k'} (yts equal, 13's equal). 
a .. ~J ~J . . ~J 
Note that Oa n 0 13 = 1. And Oa 0 0 13 = '\· , 
so ny = 1 ·8 n - 1 ·3 n - 1. 
a 13 
This is not an orthogonal decomposition. 
!IP~~II2 + IIP0a"~ 112 + '~ 1jl'2 n -1 1 
13 
1' t 1' 
cor. for mean treat. (ign. blocks) blocks ( ign. 
iff Ja = Poa-1 ~ ~ Pnl3-l ~ = ~13· ret 
Then za = Ja + cl, z13 = J 13 + cl, for some 
= pl zl3 • 
= 
treats) 
IIPnY~ 11 2 
1' 
no interaction 
(ya' y13 ) = (za - cl, z13 - cl) = (za' z13 ) - (za' cl) - (z13 , cl) + (cl, cl) 
= (za' z13 ) - (cl, cl), as (za' cl) = (cl, cl). 
Hence, it is zero iff E -y y - E r.:y )2 ijk i•• •j• - ijk \Y ••• • 
1. 
~ .. 
IJK 
Computations 
= treatment SS. 
E ?. • • 
ijk 
Yi •. 
= E--
i JK 
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4. T. •• 
IJK 
~ .. 
IJK = cor. cell ss. ---
= residual §.§• 
6. 
- treat. SS - block SS = interaction SS. 
Under O, none of the a's, ~ts, or Y's are est'le. 
= 
E ~J· 
ij K 
Under Oy (no interaction), any linear contrast in the a•s or ~'s, say 
E c.a1, where E c. = 0, is est'le, because E E c.y. = E c1 (a.+~ +Y ) J. J. J. J. • • J. • • • 
= E c.a., andy. are b.l.u.e.s, under 0 1• J.. ;:1. J. ••. 
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Simple Linear Regression 
E y1 = ex + t3 x1 i = 1, • • •, n. 
Let 1 = the subspace where all coordinates are equal, corresponding to 
the hypothesis t3 = 0. Let S = 0 ~ 1. 
Then Pl~ = (y) (See note 
((xi - x)' (y i)) 
II Cx. - x)l! l. 
I: xiy. 
. l. 
l. 
= -"'-------
) 
II (x1 - x)ll 
So Po.--~= P1~ + ps lj 
(as 0. = 1 G s and 1. s). 
" -So a: = y -
.E X .y. 
. J J 
.E x.yj 
. J -
___.,___ __ X 
.E (x.- x)2 
j J 
-X + 
.E X .y . 
j J J ) 
---"'---- X. ~ 
.E (xj - x)2 
j 
.E (x. - x)2 
j J 
= SS due to ~ not being zero = SS due to regression. 
r: !'P1~ 11 2 = ~? = 7 = .££!.• for the ~ 
. J ~ -
!IPv_{U 11 2 = ~ ~ - r. = £2!.· total ss J ~ n 
- SS due to regression. 
.. 
I 
I 
= cor. total SS 
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